COMPOSER TREVOR RABIN MAKES SUCCESS LOOK SIMPLE.

Rabin has proven himself
three times over. Before leav-

ing his native South Africa, he played with the band Rabbit, whose regional popularity rivaled

“Nowadays directors expect
you to mock up the score
to an incredible
degree via MIDI.”

that of the Beatles. Soon after he started working in America and the U.K., his songwriting, production, and guitar virtuosity helped spur the veteran progressive-rock group Yes to its greatest
commercial successes. And shortly after amicably exiting Yes, he established himself as one of
Hollywood’s most in-demand film composers.
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from big rock to big screen
now, Rabin creates much of his music on a
computerinhisstudio,thoughblazingguitarsstillfigure
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with sound effects, and when
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thatoccursoverdialog,there’s
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